1. **Close Reading Passages**
   - Resources to teach 21st century skills, including critical thinking, collaboration, and communication.
   - Located under the Resources tab > Focused Instruction > Close Read Passages or Close Reading Packs

2. **Project-Based Learning Packs**
   - Everything you need to implement Project-Based Learning, including reading and activity resources, lesson plans, and helpful tips.
   - Located under the Resources tab > Focused Instruction > Project-Based Learning

3. **Graphic Books**
   - Texts that present informational content in a visually stimulating and entertaining format, ideal for engaging reluctant readers.
   - Located under the Resources tab > Leveled Texts > Graphic, Comic, & Humor

4. **Classics**
   - A collection of timeless novels, stories, and poetry that give students access to classic literature and authentic text.
   - Located under the Resources tab > Leveled Texts > Classics

5. **Themed Nonfiction Series**
   - Collections of leveled books built around central themes and similar topics that you can use to deliver focused content-area and literacy instruction.
   - Located under the Resources tab > Leveled Texts > Nonfiction Series
6. **Content Area Reading**
Collections of fiction and nonfiction leveled books that you can use to combine content-area and literacy instruction across subjects.
Located under the Resources tab > Leveled Texts > Content Area

7. **Paired Books**
Fiction-nonfiction, fiction-fiction, and nonfiction-nonfiction resource pairings that enhance cross-text connections and promote higher-order thinking.
Located under Resources tab > Focused Instruction > Paired Books

8. **Multilevel Books**
Fiction and nonfiction texts that support students by providing the same content at multiple reading levels.
Located under the Resources tab > All Leveled Books > Filter by “In Multilevel Set”

9. **Argumentation Skill Packs**
Lesson plans with skill-modeling animations and passages, writing prompts, and interactivities for students to practice the fundamentals of argument analysis and response.
Located under the Resources tab > Focused Instruction > Argumentation

10. **Comprehension Skill Packs**
Standards-aligned lesson plans for explicit instruction of key comprehension skills.
Located under the Resources tab > Focused Instruction > Comprehension